
47 Newport Road, New Bradwell 

Milton Keynes,  MK13 OAQ 

01908 225353 www.willards.co.uk 

ALL OF THE FIREWORKS WE SELL ARE MANUFACTURED AND 

TESTED TO COMPLY WITH BSEN15947:2010 

FIREWORKS CANNOT BE SOLD TO PERSONS APPARENTLY UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE 



CRACKLING KALEIDOSCOPE  £6.00 

Exciting crackly fountain with nine 
changes of effects 

WHISTLING BANSHEE  £6.00 

Loud whistling fountain giving 
60 seconds of screaming fun 

LEAPING LIZARDS    £8.00 

Fountain with fabulous blue & 
orange stars, and crackling  
flowers in red, silver and orange 
and lasting for over a minute 

GLITTERING GEMSTONES    £8.50 
Offering a multitude of colours from 
nine assorted fountains with crackle 
  

JUMPING JELLY BEANS       £10.00 

This multi-tube fountain produces brilliant 
sprays of multi-coloured ‘blobs’ that look 
like jelly beans in purple and red, green & 
orange and pink and violet 

KRACKATOA        £10.00 

Traditional conic fountain      
giving a beautiful display of   
silver glitter 

PLOTTERS KEG           £30.00 
A 23-shot keg starting with a silver 
crackling fountain erupting to multi 
bombard shots and a plume fountain 
with a loud 42 mm mine finale 

SILVER FOX       £7.50 
Great value garden fountain 
with silver crackles and  
sparkles 

THE LAVA FAMILY     £7.50 

Pack of four conical fountains to 

add to your family garden display 

KRAZY KLOCK                  £20.00 
A really fun addition to your party—
starting with a Catherine wheel   
before the firework emits fountains 
of multi coloured sparkles—lasting a 
minute and a half 

   Fountains 



Candles & Wheels 

GLADIATOR CANDLE     £12.50 
200 shot roman candle with  
assorted colour and noise effects 100 STINGING BEES           £5.00 

100 SNAPPY DAYS             £5.00 
100 fast firing small shots—ideal for 
a family display with a distance of 
just 8 metres recommended 

ANGEL DUST                    £10.00 
An immensely popular garden firework 
which starts as a mine cake and ejects 
20 shots of gold brocade with coloured 
and crackling tips 

CRACKLING SNAKE           £7.00 
Unusual but wonderful firework  
Which gives 2 minutes of hissing 
and crackling fun 

COMET CHASERS          £15.00 
320 shots of high-flying red, 
gold and green stars 

OBELISK                   £30.00 
300 shots of multi-coloured 
tipped brocade comets in red, 
green, blue, yellow and purple 

MEXICAN WAVE            £8.00 
A quieter mine cake that erupts 
at ground level and lasts 20  
seconds.  A great finale for a 
small garden display 

BOMB FACTORY              £10.00 
Great value and excitement 
from these two mines one with 
golden crackling stars, the other 
with red/green & blue stars 

DESTINY                £8.50 
Ejecting a mass of silver and 
gold sparks and lasting an 
amazing 90 seconds 

CANNON FODDER      £10.00 
Four different effects to choose 
from including peony bursts, 
palms, crackles, willows and 
more - please note that price is 
for one roman candle 



SUPER BOMB                                  £20.00 
Shots:25    Duration:40 sec       Distance:8m 
Nice and noisy, red, green & blue tails to titanium salutes 

SATAN’S POLAR BATTLE               £20.00 
Shots:88    Duration:60 sec       Distance:8m 
Multi colours with bangs, whistles & screeches 

LAVISH                                             £20.00 
Shots:25      Duration:30 sec       Distance:8m 
Firing in volleys and producing silver chrysanths 

crackling stars, crackling comet tails 

X-C-LENT                                         £17.50 
Shots:290    Duration:60 sec       Distance:8m 
Frantic small whistling shots to crackles and bangs 

SCARLETT WIZZARD                         £20.00 
Shots:25    Duration:40 sec       Distance:8m 
Each burst has a corkscrew effect as it heads  
skyward to finish in a colour burst of red stars 

   Barrages 

WHISPERING CHARM     £15.00 
A quiet firework with  a variety of 
effects. A red fountain to silver 
fish, red, white and blue mines, 
followed by silver tail comets  

BUTTON MOON              £8.00 
12 shot garden firework with multi 
colour peony bursts 

LUMINOUS FLUX      £12.50 
25 shots of red & green palms, red 
& blue stars & crackle flowers 

EXPLODING CHERRIES    £12.00 
16 exciting explosive red starbursts 

GLITTER BOMB   £8.00 
Ejecting 7 shots of golden crackling 
flowers 

IMMORTAL JELLYFISH     £8.00 
12 shots of brocade crown to red, 
blue and green stars 

DELTA RAY         £12.50 
25 shots of silver tails to coloured 
peonies, white strobes & crackle 

STAR GAZER                   £15.00 
25 shots of golden waves changing 
to red, blue and green bombards 
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Large Barrages 

FIREWORK CRAZY MINI                 £35.00 
Shots: 100  Duration: 55 secs   Distance:8m 
 

Rapid firing crazy shots finishing with a noisy 

and impressive salvo finale 

FESTIVAL                                          £32.50 
Shots: 36 Duration: 55 secs     Distance:8m 
 

Noisy shellbursts alternating with quieter and 

pretty  coloured falling leaves 

OBLIVION                                         £30.00 
Shots: 21     Duration: 45 secs   Distance:8m 
 

Fanned tubes of gold willows, red crackling 

coconut, silver crackling brocade crown 

TANGLED WEB                                  £25.00 
Shots: 27      Duration: 45 secs       Distance:8m 
 

Red waves, golden palms, colour peonies, silver 
and brocade crown with chrysanthemum flowers 

CARTEL CITY                                         £25.00 
Shots: 25      Duration: 35 secs       Distance:8m 
 

Crackle effect, silver glitter and multi-coloured 
sparkles 

BLING KING                                   £22.50 
Shots: 16    Duration: 25 secs     Distance:8m 
 

Firing  in pairs with a double burst from each. 
Ejecting crackling comets & palms  

MONKEY MAYHEM                       £20.00 
Shots: 12   Duration: 25 secs   Distance:8m 
 

Multi coloured and loud—this little firework       
out performs its size 

MYSTICAL                                             £22.50 
Shots: 25      Duration: 40 secs       Distance:8m 
 

Golden rain bombards with sequences of two 
coloured stars tinged with blue 

SEISMIC CYCLONE                           £20.00 
Shots:19    Duration:35 sec       Distance:8m 
Red tail to green strobe, silver tail to brocade 
crown & volley finale of red coconut crackles 

TITANIUM RHAPSODY                 £20.00 
Shots:19    Duration:35 sec       Distance:8m 
Brocade crown to green peony, red & white 
glitter chrysanthemum 



MAGICAL PALMS                   £55.00 
Shots: 36       Duration: 50 seconds     Distance:  25m          
 

Bursting to beautiful palms with red, green & yellow  
tips accompanied with silver glitter before firing volleys  
of golden brocade palms with red & green stars,  
purple & green stars with a finale of 
crackling flowers 

TREASURE TROVE                      £45.00 
Shots: 100    Duration: 95 secs   Distance:  25m          
 

A beautiful display of alternating red & green   
palms with blue stars and white strobes, purple 
stars & multi shot crackling flower finale 

ASCENSION                                       £45.00 
Shots: 36       Duration: 40 seconds       Distance: 25m 
 

Large 30mm tubes ejecting blue stars to lemon & white 
strobe, green palms, purple stars, brocade crowns with 
red & blue bursts,  silver palms and a   massive silver 
palm & crackling flower finale 

Large Barrages 

SEISMIC BLAST         £60.00 
Shots: 49      Duration: 90 seconds      Distance:  8m  
 

Lovely big bursts of bright comets to red & green tipped 
silver palms, silver strobes, crackles & gold brocades     
Finishing with a rapid & noisy finale  

AWAKENING SPIRITS                                 £40.00 
Shots: 100       Duration: 95 secs        Distance:  25m          
 

36 shot, special red dahlia with white strobe, to gold 
palm with green strobe, green palm pistil & crackling 
finale 

VENOM                                            £35.00 
Shots: 40    Duration: 35 seconds      Distance: 8m 
 

V-Firing with blue tails to gold willow, white strobes, 
crackling flowers and a super silver crown with bro-
cade crown finale 

VENDETTA                                      £50.00 
Shots: 49              Duration: 60 seconds                  Distance: 25m 
Start your New Year in a truly spectacular way with this magnificent     

firework ejecting huge starbursts building to an amazing sky-filling   

crackling finale 



   Finales 

DARK ANGEL      £85.00 
Shots: 100          Duration: 60 seconds          Distance:  25m          
A constant barrage of noise and colour which gradually picks 
up pace throughout the display building to a tremendous 
show-shopping finale 

FIREWORKS CRAZY                  £90.00 
Shots: 100               Duration: 60 seconds       Distance:  25m          
 

Releasing all of its powerful shots in just less than a minute this one re-
ally creates aerial mayhem!  Crackling tails to silver  spinners, blue, red, 
white and green  mines, whistling 
tails to gold and silver stars  and 

APOSTLES CREED                        £85.00 
Shots: 118           Duration: 60 seconds               Distance:  25m  
 

Firing in a variety of shapes from multi-sized tubes this firework 
gives a spectacular show.  Includes willows, whistles, falling leaves, 
blue and green tails, white strobe waterfalls and a tremendous  
finish of crackling willow comets & silver tails 

MASQUERADE          £85.00 
Shots: 180         Duration: 90 seconds          Distance:  25m  
 

Rapid firing strobing effects in silver, red and green as well as blue  
and red peony aerial bursts and whistles. It has an intense finale of  
silver crackling flowers 

DANCING FIREFLIES (quieter firework)        £80.00 
Shots: 62 (vertical & fan)     Duration: 60 seconds        Distance:  25m          
 

Ideal for those wanting a quieter firework. A fan shaped aerial display of 
strobing waterfall effects with silver "fireflies" and a fan of effects with blue 
tails, cascading red falling leaves. finishing with a fan shaped finale of silver 
comets, red strobe and willows. 

RAGING VORTEX                      £70.00 
Shots: 56          Duration: 60 seconds          Distance:  25m  
 

Vertical firing aerial display from 30mm tubes with volleys of red whirls with 
green stars mixed with crossettes and spinners including screaming whistles  
throughout. Finishing with whistle and crackle effects with a background of 
red tails and red strobe willows 

MASTER OF THE UNIVERSE                      £85.00 
Shots: 500 (fast firing)      Duration: 2 minutes    Distance:  25m          
 

Huge circular cake with a dramatic finish.  A great addition  
to any party display. 



 

 

AGINCOURT (Compound Cake)                                     £125.00                                             
Shots: 99       Duration: 2 mins      Distance: 25m 
 

Cake 1—21 mixed 30mm shots of titanium gold palms with silver 
blinks, silver fishes, golden horse tails & crackling brocade 
 

Cake 2—36 x 25mm straight shots of red waves, purple peony, green 
waves and titanium gold palms with tails 
 

Cake 3—42 fan shots of willow with silver tails, purple palms, titanium 
gold palm tails and volley finale with wave willow mines 

   Finales 

BEDLAM      £120.00 
Shots: 320          Duration: 60 seconds          Distance:  25m          
 

A rapid firing, small bore 12mm cake, with multicoloured tipped  
comets alternating with crackling spring flower comets. Pure bedlam! 

ROYAL FANFARE                       £110.00 
Shots: 80 (fan)      Duration: 60 seconds          Distance:  25m          
 

Deep multi-coloured high noise mines rising to really bright 
and vibrant star bombards with an intense firing finale. 
ALL RED WHITE AND BLUE! 

THE BIG SHOW                                               £100.00 
Shots: 83           Duration: 60 seconds          Distance:  25m          
 

Vertical bursts with silver to red and green twisting tails, silver 
strobe to gold with red bursts, blue and green tipped brocades 
ending with a rapid finale of silver comet tails to red and a   
volley of humming red and silver tails to crackle  

RAGING INFERNO                  £100.00 
Shots: 80               Duration: 35 seconds            Distance:  25m          
 

White strobe and stunning bursts of red, blue, gold & green   
followed by multi-coloured peonies and strobe bursts to finish—
a seriously entertaining firework 

REDEMPTION                       £100.00 
Shots: 80          Duration: 35 seconds          Distance:  25m          
 

A seriously noisy firework ejecting massive silver lift  
mines which burst to large gold brocades with salutes. 



SIREN   £7.50 
Pack of 5 small  
garden rockets for  
a family display 

CENTAUR  £14.00 
Pack of 9 rockets in two 
different sizes, each 
giving a different effect 

CYCLOPS  £22.50 
Pack of 11  Rockets in two sizes, 
with the largest at 20g giving a  
bigger effect in the garden 

HEAT SEEKER    12.50 
Great value high powered 
rocket bursting with  
coloured stars 

5-ALIVE  £13.50 
5 high-power rockets 
with gold brocade, red & 
green peony & red/silver 
strobe 

AIR-BOMBER  £17.50 
Nice and loud—a high 
powered air bomb 
rocket to wake up your 
audience! 

TOMAHAWK    £19.99 
Now in a pack of 4  
rockets but with fab  
new effects & more 
power  

ASTRO BLASTER        £26.00 
5 cracking high power rockets 
each one with different effect: 
Silver strobe, Red glitter, Time 
rain, Silver chrysanthemum & 
crackling  palm 

BLAST OFF      £32.50 
Pack of 12 mixed sizes 
with mixed effects to give 
great variety and fun to 
your firework party 

Rocket Packs 



THE  KING         £27.50  single  
4-KING MARVELLOUS (4 rockets) -£100.00 
The ultimate sky filler, show starter, event 
stopper, crowd pleaser.  Add the WOW factor 
to your display!  One massive burst 

CUPID SELECTION  £29.50 
Single rocket available in one of five 
effects: 
 Sourcerer– gold brocade 
 Sky Thunder— gold with red strobe 
 Special Ring—ring of stunning stars 
 Quantum—Gold crown to red 
 Love is in the Air—red heart 

 Rockets 

TYPHOON  -   £12.50 
The smallest of our ‘big’ 
single rockets but this 
one still packs a real 
punch and is available in  
different effects 

This is a selection of the rockets we have at the time of going to press. 
Make sure you call into the shop to check our current stock as it is 

often updated with some great offers 

ROCKIN ROBOTS        £35.00 
Pack of two rockets, one giving a 
brocade burst with shimmering 
glitter stars and the second a  
brocade burst with red stars 

METAL WARRIORS       £50.00 
3 massive bursting rockets : 
 bright white stars to crackle 
 brocade with red strobe glitter stars  
 titanium with red tips and red glitter  

4-DIMENSION PACK                £100.00 
Pack of 4 whoppers! 
 The King—hanging gold stars 
 Sky Thriller—twinkling red stars 
 Special Ring—expanding ring of stars 
 Sourcerer—purple & gold stars 



BRONZE SELECTION   £22.50            

12 Items including Fountains, cones, mines, multi-
shots and a catherine wheel.                            

Recommended distance of 8 metres. 

 Selection boxes 

SILVER SELECTION                     £27.50            

17 Items including Fountains, cones, mines, multi-shots 
and a catherine wheel.  LOW NOISE—no whistles                    

Recommended distance of 8 metres. 

GOLD SELECTION                     £35.00            

23 Items including Fountains, cones, mines, multi-
shots and 2 catherine wheels        

Recommended distance of 8 metres. 

TUNGSTEN SELECTION               £55.00 
9 larger fireworks, including : 
 5 x multi shot barrages 
 2 x 10 shot roman candles 
 1 x mine 
 1 x fountain with multi effects 

SKY LANTERNS - £2.99 EACH  or TWO FOR £5.00 



XMAS & NEW YEAR OPENING  

SATURDAY 23 DECEMBER --- 08:30—17:30 

SUNDAY 24 DECEMBER ------ 09:00—12:00 

CHRISTMAS DAY ---------------------- CLOSED 

BOXING DAY --------------------------- CLOSED 

WEDNESDAY 27 DECEMBER ------- CLOSED 

THURSDAY 28 DECEMBER --- 09:00—17:00 

FRIDAY 29 DECEMBER -------- 09:00—17:00 

SATURDAY 30 DECEMBER --- 09:00—17:00 

SUNDAY 31 DECEMBER ------ 09:00—17:00 

MONDAY 1 JANUARY ---------------- CLOSED 

Wishing all our customers 


